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Methodological Question
Can survey auditing methods help identify careless MADRS administrations as an adjunct
to expert consensus consistency checks?

Introduction
• Expert derived consistency checks “flags” were previously developed by the ISCTM

working group on consistency of measurement for the Montgomery-Asberg
Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) (Rabinowitz et al., 2019).

• The previous effort included MADRS experts from academia and industry who
identified 23 potential consistency indicators based primarily on flagging
incompatibilities in scoring among items within and between MADRS administrations.

• The field of auditing checks, as applied to survey research to identify careless
responses, provides yet another method for identifying irregularities in data.

Aim
Apply methods used to identify careless responses in surveys to derive outlier response
flags to MADRS ratings to identify additional consistency checks.

Methods
Six standard methods for identifying careless survey responses were applied: underuse of
values, overuse of values, disproportionate use of even or odd values, multivariate
outliers (Mahalonobis distance), using the same response repeatedly (“long-string”) and
individual consistency (inter-item standard deviation).

These were applied to see how frequently they occur in over 24,000 MADRS ratings from
11 randomized controlled registration trials of antidepressants in the NEWMEDS
repository and how these relate to previously published expert validated consistency
flags.

Conclusions
Outlier pattern flags appear to be a useful adjunct to expert derived flags in the quest to
improve reliability and validity of clinical trials. Further testing within a clinical trial setting is
warranted.

Results

The following flags were derived:
(1) use of MADRS response choices: (a) Choosing “0” on all 10 items, (b) “1” on 6 or more

items, (c) “2” or (d) “3” or (e) “4” on 7 or more, (e) “5” on 4 or more, and (f) “6” on 1 or
more; (2) disproportionate use of even or odd response choices: (a) 8 or more odd values,

(3) longest consecutive use of values: greater than 5 items scored with same value in a row,
(4) variability within a MADRS administration of a standard deviation greater than 1.8 and
(5) outlier responses on multiple items (i.e., multivariate outliers, Mahalanobis distance greater
than 27.6).
(6) Outlier responses per item as follows: 4-6 on Suicidal Thoughts; 5-6 on Apparent Sadness,
Inner Tension, Reduced Appetite, Concentration Difficulties, Lassitude, Inability to Feel, or
Pessimistic Thoughts; 6 on Reported Sadness or Reduced Sleep

Of administrations with no expert flag, 21.7% had an auditing flag and of administrations
with at least one expert flag, 27.7% also had an auditing flag.
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